YOUR WAY TO HOFZET®

Arrival by train

At Hannover main station take the tram line 10 (departure from Ernst-August-Platz in front of main station, direction Ahlem) till stop Ehrhartstraße. In direction of travel turn right behind the tram stop and follow the gateway.

Arrival by car

In case you drive without navigation system we recommend travelling via the federal highway B6.

If you arrive via motorway A2 take the exit Hannover-Herrenhausen towards Hannover-Zentrum and follow the B6 until exit Linden/Limmer. If you arrive via motorway A7, change at the interchange Hannover-Süd to the A37, which turns into B6 eventually.

Follow the B6 (Note: includes turning off at the crossing Seelhorster Kreuz and taking first exit at the roundabout Landwehrkreisel) until exit Linden/Limmer.

At the exit Linden/Limmer transfer towards Limmer and then follow the main road Wunstorfer Straße. Immediately after crossing the canal and passing the railway bridge, turn left into the Carlo-Schmid-Allee. At the next traffic light, turn right into Heisterbergallee. Your destination is on the right side behind the tram stop Ehrhartstraße.

Arrival by plane

From airport Hannover-Langenhagen take the city train S (S-Bahn 5, direction Hameln, Paderborn Hbf or Bad Pyrmont) to Hannover main station. Then follow the arrival by train.